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to every Chinese. This should be recognized by all.
A village which stands on the verge of starvation profits
nobody, not even the usurers. In this sense there
should be no political differences among the Chinese
upon these fundamental measures. Where differences
exist, they are due to misrepresentation of facts. A
systematic presentation of the actual conditions of the
people will convince the nation of the urgent policies
necessary for rehabilitating the lives of the masses.
It is not a matter for philosophical speculation, much
less should it be a matter for dispute between schools
of thought. What is really needed is a common-sense
judgment based on reliable information.
The present study is only one of the initial attempts
of a group of young Chinese students who have
realized the importance of this task. Similar studies
have been carried out in Fukien, Shantung, Shansi,
Hopei, and Kwangsi and will be pursued in the future
by more extensive and better organized efforts. I am
reluctant to present this premature account, premature
because I have been deprived of chances of further
field investigation in the immediate future on account
of the Japanese occupation and destruction of the village
here described. But I am presenting this study in the
hopes that it may give a realistic picture to western
readers of the huge task that has been imposed on my
people and the agony of the present struggle. Without
being pessimistic, let me assure my readers that the
struggle is evidently to be a long and grave one. We
are ready for the worst and it may be a thousand times
worse than the Japanese bombs and poisonous gas.
I am, however, confident that, despite the past errors
and present misfortunes, China will emerge once more
a great nation, through the unswerving effort of her

